
A CAREER IN INNOVATION

M.S. IN COMPUTATIONAL 
LINGUISTICS

ADMISSION INFORMATION

Application requirements:
•  The Graduate School requires 

a U.S. bachelor’s degree, or its 
equivalent.

To be considered for admission, 
applicants must submit:
• Online application
•  Official transcript from each 

college/university attended
• Two letters of recommendation 
•  A personal statement that 

explains your reasons for 
applying to the program, 
learning goals and relevant 
experience

Contact Information
Dr. Anna Feldman
Graduate Program Coordinator
Professor of Linguistics and 
Computer Science
Email: feldmana@montclair.edu
Phone: 973-655-7500

Apply online at  
montclair.edu/graduate

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
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The volume of spoken and written language traveling through digital channels grows every day. 
Translating that data for technological application is critical, creating a pressing demand for 
professionals who can mine, organize, analyze and manage digitally captured language. 

As an emerging leader in computer science and information technology, Montclair State now offers 
the first and only Computational Linguistics master’s program in New Jersey, just 12 miles from New 
York City and close to an abundance of companies hiring for these specialized skills. 

LEARN TO SPEAK THE LANGUAGE 
Merge your love of language with your passion for technology. With a blend of studies in both 
computer science and linguistics, the M.S. program provides training in areas like syntax, semantics, 
corpus analysis, morphology, lexicology, phonetics, annotation, automatic speech analysis and 
synthesis, statistics in applied natural language analysis, coding and more. You’ll also conduct 
research in state-of-the-art labs through funded federal research grants.

While this program is ideal for students with experience in linguistics, computer science, information 
technology, psychology, marketing or business analytics, people of all backgrounds are encouraged 
to apply. No prior programming or coding knowledge is required. 

LEVERAGE A HOT JOB MARKET
Make your mark in a promising career field
Employment for computer and information research scientists is projected to grow at more than twice 
the national average rate over the next several years. Montclair State’s interdisciplinary M.S. program 
gives you the tools and hands-on experience to launch a successful career in sectors like scientific 
and technical services, finance and insurance. Hundreds of employers – from technology, marketing, 
accounting and consulting firms to research groups at universities and government labs – are now 
hiring for jobs such as: 
• Artificial intelligence engineer
• Computational linguist
• Data scientist
• Language engineer
• Voice user interface designer

Our program paves the way to these exciting career paths. Alumni who were able to combine 
courses from computer science with linguistics now work for global leaders, including Amazon, 
Google and Merck, while others are pursuing doctoral studies at Columbia University, Stevens 
Institute of Technology and the City University of New York. 

WE FLEX TO YOU
Our 32-credit M.S. is designed to fit the needs of your busy schedule:
•  Full- or part-time study over the fall and spring semesters 
• Evening classes held after 5:30 p.m.
• Hybrid and bridge classes available 
• Rolling admissions
•  No application fee for Fall 2019 and Spring 2020 semesters


